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Introduction 
About this session 

• This session is 
•  a discussion of WebRTC security and regulatory thoughts 
•  about security and regulation for users 
•  about giving users confidence & control 
•  and what operators can do to make usage painless 

• This session is not 
•  another overview of WebRTC 
•  another introduction of WebRTC as a telephony replacement 
•  another indoctrination to change passwords frequently  
•  another idea to bind customers to reduce customer churn 
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Rise and Fall of Industries with the Internet 
Can we see some spots for WebRTC? 

They all pretend (ed)    “ I t  w o n ’ t  h a p p e n  t o  u s ”  
1.  Stockbrokers  WRONG! 1801-1997 RIP 
2.  Newspaper publishers  WRONG! 1605-2000 RIP 
3.  Record companies  WRONG! 1889-2003 RIP 
4.  Travel agencies  WRONG! 1758-2007 RIP 
5.  Telephone utilities  WRONG! 1876-2008 RIP 
6.  Bookstores  WRONG! 1439-2011 RIP 
7.  Big box retailers  WRONG! 1962-2012 RIP 

… 
8.  Cable-companies  WRONG! 1970-201x 

•  They all ignore(d) the power of the Internet to provide transport for globally 
reachable and network independent service offerings. 

•  Their trust in regulatory aid was tremendous 
•  A side result of their race to the bottom has put investors in control ... 
•  Cable Companies – “A $2.2 Trillion war for your living room begins” 
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Authentication  Methods and Vulnerability 
… neat discussions we waste our time with? 
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The Stakeholders 

• Users 
Need privacy, encryption, authentication, trusted caller/session IDs.  
Therefore they: 
•  have and get identities for various services and even themselves 
• must maintain their identities 
• must be able to revoke some or all of their identities 
• must have credentials to prove the Identity 

• Service Providers / Operators 
• must be able to validate asserted identities for authorization 
•  usually provide identity and authentication silos 
•  some accept third party authentication 

• Trust Services / Trusted Third Parties  
•  3rd party services to re-use and outsource authentication 
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The Users Dilemma 

• More and more services 
•  E-Mail, Web-Pages, Internet Services, Social Networks, IP-TV,  
• Corporate networks, Single Sign-On, Access management 
•  Electronic Banking, Public Services, Health-Care 

• Each service has a different identity & lifetime management 
•  Passwords, Software-Tokens, Hardware-tokens, Certificates, 

Private Keys, One-time-passwords, etc. 
• Users need to maintain / renew these credentials 

• Finally the user looses control and simplifies actions 
•  Same password and username for many services 
•  Forget to renew certificates, 
• Give private tokens to other users / proxies / representatives 
• …  
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Two Basic Aproaches 

• Operator Centric Authentication and Security: limited Re-use 
• User gets identity & credentials from operator 

random-number/identity or any name, phone number, Email, … 
• User subscribes to this service and performs initial validation 
• User then re-uses this identity for services that accept 
Problem: Other service providers rarely accept trust from 

competing services providers. 
• User Centric Authentication: full Re-use if enforced 

• User subscribes identity to independent trust service for Re-use 
typically his real name, phone number, E-Mail, domain-name, … 

•  Service providers countersign and issue attribute-certificates for 
their authorization needs. 

•  Service providers and users can revoke the business relation 
without revoking the “Master Certificate” / Identity 
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The Users Dilemma 
Responsibilities multiply for each service 

A user needs: Email & Social Sites & Web Service & E-Commerce &  
Public Services & VoIP & even PSTN Voicemail, … 

Email Address 
•  Password & UID 
•  Password 

Management 
•  Discontinuation 

Email Address 
•  Password & UID 
•  Lifetime & PW 

Management 
•  Discontinuation 

Certificates 
•  Enrollment 
•  Lifetime & PW 

Management 
•  Discontinuation 

Certificates 
•  Enrollment 
•  Lifetime & P-phrase 

Management 
•  Discontinuation 

Tokens HW & SW 
•  Renewal 
•  Password 

Management 
•  Discontinuation 

Tokens HW & SW 
•  Renewal 
•  Lifetime & P-phrase 

Management 
•  Discontinuation 

A user has: Many responsibilities 
for each service he uses. 
• Lifetime and passphrase 
management is recurring!  

•  Wrong use of a funnel? 
•  Just keep the user busy? 
•  Ignorance? 
•  … ? 

The problem applies to all authentication methods! 
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User Friendly Solutions 
… we have but they still lack acceptance 

A user needs: Email & Social Sites & Web Service & E-Commerce &  
Public Services & VoIP & even PSTN Voicemail, … 

Token HW or SW 
•  Renewal / Revocation 
•  Lifetime & P-phrase 

Management 

1.) The user subscribes to: 
•  Trusted third Party Authentication 
•  Gets Credentials (PKI, Info-Cards, …) 

2.) Subscribes to: 
•  Each service and 

presents his credential for 
further authentication and 
authorization 

n.) Service Providers: 
•  Authenticate the asserted 

Identity of the user. 
•  Save Investment for own 

lifetime management. 
•  Outsource cost positions 

TTP 
Validation Service 
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Migration and Re-use of Client Identities 
Outsourcing for Users and Relying Parties 

Initial 
Authentication 

Relying Party 
• Provides Service 
• Authorizes Identities 

Trust 
Service 

Service 
User 

Authen tication 

Relying Party 
• Provides Service 
• Authorizes Identities 

Authentication 

Service 
User 

1. User asserts 
Identity 

2. Relying Parties 
 validate with 
 Trust Service 

Cost of user centric service: 
- Shared by many Relying Parties 
- User manages one Identity only 
- Lifetime Management re-usable 
- Backup risk covered once for many 

Centralized Authentication User Centric Authentication 

Cost of centralized service: 
+ Replication for each service 
+ Password reset 
+ Lifetime Management 
+ Backup Risk 
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We can not please the user with a  
myriad of authentication methods 

The Web and Web-Browsers have all means to authenticate 
servers. But the client side is still bound to very basic 
identity and authentication methods. 

Problem(s): 
•  Besides the nagging discussion over bad passwords, 

we forgot that multiple digital credentials will be even worse. 
• Greediness inhibits federation of authentication services. 

This in turn generates many Authentication silos. 
• Client authentication hardly works on all browsers & platforms 

e.g. Client Certificate compatibility 
•  Installation of client side authentication is cumbersome 
• … 



Web Technology has many security tools for 
Re-Use of Authentication & Identities 
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Trustworthy Authentication 
Services, Credentials, Identities 
e.g. Phone numbers 
have potentially high re-use and 
business capabilities 
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WebRTC … 
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Re-Use has Issues we Shall Care for  
from Pre arranged (n2) to Federated to End-2-End Trust 

The number of pre-arranged 
trust relations increases  

with number of peers 
squared = n2-n  the "n2 

Problem” 

The intermediary 
solution uses trust 

federations to reduce 
administration of trust 

Trust relation on 
demand without “n2” 
and without peering-

federations  

• Avoid to replicate physical constraints from network layer for trust 
•  Identity is a endpoint property and can save operational expenses 
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Regulatory Challenges for the Transition 
Do they apply for WebRTC? 

• Network independent e2e services without central control 
Current regulation often relies on central control. e.g.: Legal Intercept … 

•  Separation of transport and service components 
e.g.: Re-use of authentication and other services like conference servers  

•  Transition of trust & authentication to the internet 

• WebRTC faces problems VoIP inherited from PSTN (ACT of 1996) 
e.g.: Phantom traffic, Trust of origin, … 

•  Protection of transport instead of service 
e.g.: Internet protects a session versus PSTN protecting the transport 

Regulation is sub-optimal for many areas in VoIP. 
Can we do better for WebRTC or should we avoid regulation altogether? 



Regulation needs to consider the transition 
 from “Trust by Wire” to “Trust by Authentication” 
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•  Management of Trust and Authentication  
Replacement of “Trust by Wire":  
IP users are not authenticated by a physical  wire. 

•  Trusted authorities must be deployed 
e.g.: Passwords or certificate authorities that issue security certificates / tokens 

PSTN Switch 

Standard Phone 

PSTN Switch 

Today’s PSTN Networks: 
Users and network elements are 
tightly coupled and use embedded 
“Trust by Wire” 

Next generation VoIP Networks: 
Users and network elements can  
be anywhere and they need  
“Trust by Authentication” 

IP-Phone 

SIP-Proxy 

IP-Phone 

Internet 

Backend 
Service 



Transition: Keep the best. 

Internet: Open and distributed 

services/users secure themselves. 

PSTN: After 1996, evolving boundaries led to changes in: 

operator relations, LNP, intercarrier compensation … . 
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PSTN is in Transition to the Internet! 
A Big Move and its Challenges 

Operator- 
Boundary 

User, Server 
Functions 

A Historical Chance to Combine the Best Things from Both Worlds 

Regulatory Challenges: 
• Separation of functions facilitates competition, fosters 

services, allows new technologies to be open and sharable. 
This approach works best with: 
• Independent and re-usable device- and user-centric 

authentication services for transport, services, and users. 
And can mitigate inherited issues like: 
• PSTN Intercarrier Compensation, e.g. phantom traffic, and 
• Internet usability/security, e.g., multiple authentication silos. 

Access & 
Transport 
Functions 

Separated 
Functions 

Independent, 
and re-usable 
Authentication 
Services 
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Regulatory Recommendations for WebRTC  
as a Public Communications Service 

Must or can we Regulate Public Communication on the Web? 
To find out if this is for the public good we shall study: 

•  Possible scope of regulation for the next transition to WebRTC 
• Mapping regulatory paradigms of the PSTN-based “Trust-by- Wire” 

to the “Trust-by-Authentication” approach used on the Internet 
•  Aspects of potential benefits in leveraging E.164 numbering for future 

IP-based Services using phone number identifiers 
•  Selling phone-numbers for other use besides telephone services? 

e.g.: like domain names 
• Current regulatory challenges, like Truth in Caller-ID ACT, e.g.: 

Phantom traffic, and how operators potentially could benefit from 
autonomous, modular approaches 

• Consider deployment approaches that harmonize the regulatory 
efforts of both the Internet and the PSTN 
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Conclusion 
What‘s missing 

• Security can Leverage Web-based Methods 
 consider: 
• Re-Use, greed and disruption 
• Don’t burden users with many different credentials 
• make it as easy as possible 
Problem: Other service Providers rarely accept trust from 

competing services providers. 
• Regulatory Considerations 

• Do not re-enforce PSTN paradigm to the utmost extent 
•  Simplify enforcement 
Problem: Most legacy regulations are hard to overcome  

and some of them are outdated anyway. 
This is a Historic Chance to Re-base! 
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